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(54) CONTROL METHOD AND CONTROL APPARATUS FOR AN ALTERED REALITY APPLICATION

(57) Method for controlling a multi-user altered real-
ity, AR, application, wherein a reference user has user
access rights to at least one AR reference object, the
method comprising: determining, for the reference user,
at least one relevant user based on a first user relevance
criterion; determining, at least one relevant AR object
based on a first object relevance criterion; obtaining ac-
cess rights regarding the at least one relevant user and
the at least one relevant AR object; determining a map-
ping model based on the at least one relevant AR object,
the at least one relevant user, and/or the obtained access
rights; indicating to the reference user, by means of a
perceptual indicator, the access rights regarding the at
least one relevant user and at least one relevant AR ob-
ject based on the determined mapping model; the map-
ping model being representative for a mapping between
obtained access rights and the perceptual indicator.
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Description

Field of Invention

[0001] The field of the invention relates to a control method and control system for an altered reality application.
Particular embodiments relate to a control method for controlling a multi-user altered reality application.

Background

[0002] The domain of altered reality (AR), more in particular mixed reality (MR), concerns the merging of real and
virtual worlds to produce new environments and visualizations where physical and digital objects co-exist and interact
in real time. Mixed reality takes place not only in the physical world or the virtual world, but is a mix of reality and virtual
reality via immersive technology.
[0003] AR or MR devices are typically personal wearables which analyse the real world and augment it with virtual
content. Depending on the device, the degree of sensing and world modelling can vary along with the augmentation
capabilities. These types of devices are likely to become commonplace in the next few years. It is believed by many that
such devices will be the basis for a new type of human-machine interaction model, a model where your world is contin-
uously analysed and crosschecked with the learned knowledge in order to offer a truly transparent human-machine
interface which minimizes the need for explicit human-to-machine actions or queries.

Summary

[0004] AR applications may consider the adaptation of the real world with virtual objects which can be seen and
interacted with by one or more people or users. One could think of a virtual object which is owned by someone, but
which object can also be seen and interacted with by other users present in the environment of the person owning the
virtual object. Another example might be a virtual alteration of garments of a person which alteration is also visible by
other people. Likewise, some virtual object might only be visible to a certain sub-group of people, or even by only one
specific person. There may be multiple reasons for this fragmentation of access rights. Privacy concerns might for
instance be one reason not to share certain virtual objects with everyone. Cluttering of an AR environment can be another
reason for appointing different access rights. When everyone would see all virtual objects of all other people, the perceived
reality will become cluttered and lose its effectiveness. It therefore makes sense to only share objects which a person
deems relevant to be shared with certain other people. In other words, in the world of AR or MR the perceived reality is
not a consistent reality but a personalized reality.
[0005] Figure 1 illustrates three different sharing scenarios for an AR application: scenario A, scenario B and scenario
C. Scenario A represents a personal AR experience, wherein every user has his/her own AR objects and none of the
objects are shared. Scenario B represents a shared AR experience, wherein a consistent altered reality is constructed
and every user "sees" the same objects. Scenario C represents a hybrid AR experience which combines the properties
of scenarios A and B and wherein some of the objects are shared and some of the objects are personal.
[0006] A problem with the hybrid AR experience of scenario C is that a user cannot refer to his/her perceived reality
as he/she would in a purely physical world. Perceiving a certain virtual object does not necessarily mean that another
user can also perceive that virtual object, which makes it difficult to reference such objects. This might even result in
conflicts when for instance a first user has been granted access to a certain privacy-sensitive object while a second user
has not been granted access, and when the privacy-sensitive object would be referenced by the first user while it was
not known that access was limited.
[0007] Prior art technology does not take into account the problems which arise in scenario C since current applications
are mostly aimed at use cases employing either fully shared AR reality environments (scenario B), or fully personal AR
environments (scenario A). It is believed however that such different cases will blend together which will cause users to
combine many use cases at the same time.
[0008] The object of embodiments of the present invention is to provide a control method for a multi-user AR application
which resolves the above described reference problem. More in particular, the object of embodiments of the present
invention is to provide a control method for multi-user AR applications which offer a hybrid AR experience.
[0009] According to a first aspect of the present invention there is provided a control method for controlling a multi-
user altered reality, AR, application, wherein a reference user has user access rights to at least one AR reference object,
the control method comprising:

- determining, for the reference user, from among users of the AR application, at least one relevant user based on
at least a first user relevance criterion;

- determining, from among the at least one reference AR objects, at least one relevant AR object based on at least
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a first object relevance criterion;
- obtaining access rights regarding the at least one relevant user and the at least one relevant AR object;
- determining a mapping model based on at least one of: the at least one relevant AR object, the at least one relevant

user, and the obtained access rights; and
- indicating to the reference user, by means of at least one perceptual indicator, the access rights regarding the at

least one relevant user and the at least one relevant AR object based on the determined mapping model; wherein
the mapping model is representative for a mapping between the obtained access rights and the at least one perceptual
indicator.

[0010] Embodiments of the present invention are based inter alia on the insight that access rights regarding one or
more relevant users and one or more relevant AR objects may be indicated to a reference user by means of one or more
perceptual indicators. In this manner, the reference user is made aware of which relevant objects are shared, and which
relevant users have access to the relevant objects. Consequently, the reference user is aware of which relevant objects
may be referred in relation to a particular relevant user, and which relevant objects cannot be referred in relation with
the particular relevant user. Depending on the specific AR application the mapping model may be determined such that
the perceptual indicator can be interpreted by the reference user in a simple manner and such that the reference user
remains immersed in the AR application. Furthermore, relevant users and/or relevant AR objects may be determined in
various manners depending on the AR application. Relevant users and relevant AR objects may be defined as users of
the AR application and AR objects, respectively, with which users and AR objects the reference user may interact.
[0011] The conflicts as described above which may arise using prior art solutions are resolved by the described control
method by giving an adaptive indication to a AR reference user regarding the visibility and/or accessibility of AR objects
in relation to other user. As such, with the provided control method, it is clear to the relevant user which AR objects are
personal, which AR objects are shared among certain users and which are public.
[0012] In an embodiment, determining at least one relevant user comprises obtaining object access rights of the at
least one relevant AR object, wherein the object access rights are representative for users having access to the respective
relevant AR object; and determining that a user is a relevant user if the user has access to the respective relevant AR object.
[0013] In this manner, determining whether a user is a relevant user is done based on whether the user has access
to any one of the relevant AR objects which are visible to the reference user. Users who have no access to any one of
the relevant AR objects are thereby determined to be non-relevant users for the reference user, i.e. no interaction is to
be expected between the reference user and a user who has no access to any one of the relevant AR objects which
are accessible by the reference user.
[0014] In another embodiment, determining at least one relevant AR object comprises obtaining user access rights of
the at least one relevant user, wherein the user access rights are representative for AR reference objects which can be
accessed by the respective relevant user; and determining that an AR reference object is a relevant AR object if the AR
reference object can be accessed by the respective relevant user.
[0015] In this manner, determining whether an AR object is a relevant AR object is done based on whether the AR
object can be accessed by any one of the relevant users with who the reference user may interact. Objects which cannot
be accessed by any one of the relevant users are thereby determined to be non-relevant AR objects for the reference user.
[0016] In a further embodiment, determining the at least one relevant user comprises determining a plurality of relevant
users, and obtaining access rights comprises obtaining user access rights of each relevant user of the plurality of relevant
users. Determining the mapping model comprises determining at least one user group by grouping each relevant user
of the plurality of relevant users in a corresponding user group based on the user access rights of the respective relevant
user; and the mapping model is representative for a mapping between the at least one user group and the at least one
perceptual indicator.
[0017] In this manner, each one of the at least one perceptual indicator represents a corresponding user group. This
is particularly beneficial when the amount of relevant users is relatively high as compared to the amount of relevant AR
objects.
[0018] In a further embodiment, grouping relevant users in a corresponding user group comprises grouping relevant
users having the same user access rights in the same user group.
[0019] In this manner, each one of the at least one perceptual indicator represents a corresponding user group of
users having the same user access rights, i.e. the users can access the same relevant AR objects. Moreover, one
perceptual indicator may be used to represent an entire group of relevant users and their corresponding user access
rights. In this manner the amount of perceptual indicators may be reduced which will improve user experience and
immersiveness of the relevant user.
[0020] In an alternative embodiment, grouping relevant users in a corresponding user group comprises grouping a
relevant user in a first user group when the respective relevant user has access to each relevant AR object, and grouping
the respective relevant user in a second group when the respective relevant user has no access to at least one relevant
AR object.
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[0021] In this manner, a binary grouping of relevant users and a corresponding binary perceptual indicator may be
provided. Such binary perceptual indicator is easy to interpret by the reference user which improves user experience
and immersiveness of the reference user in the AR application.
[0022] In an embodiment, determining the at least one relevant AR object comprises determining a plurality of relevant
AR objects, and obtaining access rights comprises obtaining object access rights of each relevant AR object of the
plurality of relevant AR objects. In such embodiment, determining the mapping model comprises determining at least
one object group by grouping each relevant AR object of the plurality of relevant AR objects in a corresponding object
group based on the object access rights of the respective relevant AR object; and the mapping model is representative
for a mapping between the at least one object group and the at least one perceptual indicator.
[0023] In this manner, each one of the at least one perceptual indicator represents a corresponding object group. This
is particularly beneficial when the amount of relevant AR objects is relatively high as compared to the amount of relevant
users.
[0024] In a further embodiment, grouping relevant AR objects in a corresponding object group comprises grouping
relevant AR objects having the same object access rights in the same object group.
[0025] In this manner, each one of the at least one perceptual indicator represents a corresponding object group of
AR objects having the same object access rights, i.e. the AR objects can be accessed by the same relevant users.
Moreover, one perceptual indicator may be used to represent an entire group of relevant AR objects and their corre-
sponding object access rights. In this manner the amount of perceptual indicators may be reduced which will improve
user experience and immersiveness of the relevant user.
[0026] In an alternative embodiment, grouping relevant AR objects in a corresponding object group comprises grouping
a relevant AR object in a first object group when each relevant user has access to the relevant AR object, and grouping
the respective relevant AR object in a second group when at least one relevant user has no access to the respective
relevant AR object.
[0027] In this manner, a binary grouping of relevant AR objects and a corresponding binary perceptual indicator may
be provided. Such binary perceptual indicator is easy to interpret by the reference user which improves user experience
and immersiveness of the reference user in the AR application.
[0028] In an exemplary embodiment, the at least one perceptual indicator comprises at least one of: a visual indicator,
an auditory indicator, and a tactile indicator.
[0029] In this manner, access rights of relevant users and/or relevant AR objects may be indicated to the reference
user in various ways. Depending on the specifics of the particular AR application a visual indicator, auditory indicator,
tactile indicator or any combination thereof may be used to provide the reference user with an indicator which has no
or only limited impact on the immersiveness of the reference user in the AR application. In addition, depending on the
specifics of the particular AR application a suitable indicator can be used which is easy to interpret by the reference user.
[0030] In an embodiment, the first user relevance criterion comprises at least one of: a distance between the respective
user and the reference user, a user access right of the respective user, a relation of the respective user to the reference
user, and a probability of interaction between the respective user and the reference user.
[0031] In this manner, relevant users for the reference user may be determined from amongst the users of the AR
application to reduce the amount of relevant users for which user access rights should be determined and indicated to
the reference user. This may reduce computational costs and lower the complexity of the mapping model and/or the at
least one perceptual indicator.
[0032] In an embodiment, the first object relevance criterion comprises at least one of: a distance between the respective
AR object and the reference user, an object access right of the AR object, a relation of the respective AR object to the
reference user, and a probability of interaction between the reference user and the respective AR object.
[0033] In this manner, relevant AR objects for the reference user may be determined from amongst the reference AR
objects to reduce the amount of relevant AR objects for which object access rights should be determined and indicated
to the reference user. This may reduce computational costs and lower the complexity of the mapping model and/or the
at least one perceptual indicator.
[0034] In a further developed embodiment, the user access rights comprise at least one of: see, read, interact, write,
delete, and change.
[0035] In this manner, user access rights are not limited to a user having rights to see a particular AR object, but
depending on the particularities of the AR application, the user may have rights to interact with an AR object or change
the AR object etc. The particular nature of the user access rights, i.e. read, write, change, etc., can be represented by
the at least one perceptual indicator such that all information regarding user access rights is indicated to the reference
user. In other words the at least one perceptual indicator does not only indicate to the reference user whether a relevant
user has user access rights to a relevant AR object, but also specifies which user access right(s) the relevant user has
to the relevant AR object.
[0036] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a control system for controlling a multi-
user altered reality, AR, application, wherein a reference user has user access rights to at least one AR reference object,
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the control system comprising:

- means for determining, for the reference user, from among users of the AR application, at least one relevant user
based on at least a first user relevance criterion;

- means for determining, from among the at least one reference AR objects, at least one relevant AR object based
on at least a first object relevance criterion;

- means for obtaining access rights regarding the at least one relevant user and the at least one relevant AR object;
- means for determining a mapping model based on at least one of: the at least one relevant AR object, the at least

one relevant user, and the obtained access rights; and
- means for indicating to the reference user, by means of at least one perceptual indicator, the access rights regarding

the at least one relevant user and the at least one relevant AR object based on the determined mapping model;

wherein the mapping model is representative for a mapping between the obtained access rights and the at least one
perceptual indicator.
[0037] It will be understood by the skilled person that the features and advantages disclosed hereinabove with respect
to various embodiments of the control method may also apply, mutatis mutandis, to various corresponding embodiments
of the control system.
[0038] According to yet another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a computer program product com-
prising a computer-executable program of instructions for performing, when executed on a computer, the steps of the
method of any one of the method embodiments described above.
[0039] It will be understood by the skilled person that the features and advantages disclosed hereinabove with respect
to embodiments of the control method may also apply, mutatis mutandis, to embodiments of the computer program
product.
[0040] According to yet another aspect of the present invention, there is provided an apparatus for controlling a multi-
user altered reality, AR, application, wherein a reference user has user access rights to at least one AR reference object,
the apparatus comprising at least one processor and at least one memory including computer program code, wherein
the at least one memory and the computer program code is configured to, with the at least one processor, cause the
apparatus at least to perform:

- determining, for the reference user, from among users of the AR application, at least one relevant user based on
at least a first user relevance criterion;

- determining, from among the at least one reference AR objects, at least one relevant AR object based on at least
a first object relevance criterion;

- obtaining access rights regarding the at least one relevant user and the at least one relevant AR object;
- determining a mapping model based on at least one of: the at least one relevant AR object, the at least one relevant

user, and the obtained access rights; and
- indicating to the reference user, by means of at least one perceptual indicator, the access rights regarding the at

least one relevant user and the at least one relevant AR object based on the determined mapping model;

wherein the mapping model is representative for a mapping between the obtained access rights and the at least one
perceptual indicator.
[0041] It will be understood by the skilled person that the features and advantages disclosed hereinabove with respect
to embodiments of the control method may also apply, mutatis mutandis, to embodiments of the apparatus.
[0042] Further aspects of the present invention are described by the dependent claims. The features from the dependent
claims, features of any of the independent claims and any features of other dependent claims may be combined as
considered appropriate to the person of ordinary skill in the art, and not only in the particular combinations as defined
by the claims.

Brief description of the figures

[0043] The accompanying drawings are used to illustrate presently preferred non-limiting exemplary embodiments of
devices of the present invention. The above and other advantages of the features and objects of the present invention
will become more apparent and the present invention will be better understood from the following detailed description
when read in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 schematically illustrates three different sharing scenarios for an AR application;
Figure 2 is a flowchart of an exemplary embodiment of a control method for a multi-user AR application;
Figures 3A and 3B are flowcharts of further exemplary embodiments of a control method for a multi-user AR appli-
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cation;
Figure 4 schematically illustrates a flowchart of an embodiment of a control method for a multi-user AR application;
Figure 5 schematically illustrates the concepts of a mapping model and perceptual indicators according to an em-
bodiment of the control method;
Figure 6 schematically illustrates the concepts of a mapping model and perceptual indicators according to an alter-
native embodiment of the control method;
Figure 7 schematically illustrates the concepts of a mapping model and perceptual indicators according to yet another
embodiment of the control method;
Figure 8 mathematically illustrates the embodiment according to Figure 7; and
Figure 9 schematically illustrates an exemplary embodiment of a control system for an AR application.

Description of embodiments

[0044] Figure 2 illustrates a control method for controlling a multi-user altered reality, AR, application. In such an AR
application a reference user has user access rights to at least one AR reference object. User access rights for the
reference user may comprise any one of the right to see, read, interact, write, delete, and change a reference AR object.
Similarly, a reference AR object may have object access rights which comprise any one of the right to be seen, read,
interacted with, written, deleted, and changed by the reference user. The reference user is this context refers to a "central
user" using the AR application, while reference AR objects are AR objects which are at least visible to the reference
user. The reference user may encounter in the AR environment of the AR application other users of the AR application,
and these other users may or may not see (all of) the reference AR objects.
[0045] The control method of figure 2 comprises step 210a of determining, for the reference user, from among other
users of the AR application, at least one relevant user based on at least a first user relevance criterion. Depending on
the AR application all users of the AR application may be determined to be relevant users, or only a subset or singleton
of the users of the AR application may be considered to be relevant users. The first user relevance criterion may be any
one of a distance between the respective user and the reference user, a user access right of the respective user, a
relation of the respective user to the reference user, a probability of interaction between the respective user and the
reference user or any combination thereof.
[0046] The control method further comprises step 210b of determining, from among the at least one reference AR
objects, at least one relevant AR object based on at least a first object relevance criterion. Depending on the AR application
all reference AR objects may be determined to be relevant AR objects, or only a subset or singleton of the reference
AR objects may be determined to be relevant AR objects. The first object relevance criterion may be any one of a distance
between the respective AR object and the reference user, an object access right of the AR object, a relation of the
respective AR object to the reference user, a probability of interaction between the reference user and the respective
AR object or any combination thereof.
[0047] The control method further comprises step 220 of obtaining access rights regarding the relevant user(s) and
the relevant AR object(s). The general wording access rights comprises user access rights and/or object access rights.
User access rights are representative of the rights that a particular user has to access one or more AR objects. Object
access rights are representative of the rights that a particular AR object has to be accessed by one or more users of the
AR application. The control method is not concerned with actual determining or defining the actual access rights of a
user and/or AR object. These access rights are AR application specific and are considered to be available to the control
method.
[0048] The control method further comprises step 230 of determining a mapping model based on the relevant AR
object(s), the relevant user(s), the obtained access right(s), or any combination thereof, and step 240 of indicating to
the reference user, by means of at least one perceptual indicator, the access rights regarding the relevant user(s) and
the relevant AR object(s) based on the determined mapping model. The mapping model is representative for a mapping
between the obtained access rights and the at least one perceptual indicator. In the context of the AR application, the
mapping model may be considered to correspond with a mental model which is representative for an interpretation effort
made by the reference user to interpret and/or understand the perceptual indicator, i.e. to determine from the perceptual
indicator which access rights it represents. The perceptual indicator may be any one of a visual indicator, an auditory
indicator, a tactile indicator or any combination thereof. In addition the perceptual indicator may indicate user access
rights, object access rights or a combination thereof. This will be further elaborated with reference to figures 5, 6 and 7.
[0049] Although steps 210a and 210b are illustrated as separate steps in figure 2, step 210b may be used to perform
step 210a and vice versa. This is illustrated in figure 3A and 3B, respectively.
[0050] In figure 3A step 210b of determining relevant AR objects based on a first object relevance criterion, e.g.
distance between the respective AR reference object and the reference user, is executed. Consequently, in step 311a
object access rights of the relevant AR objects are obtained, wherein the object access rights are representative for
users having access to the respective relevant AR object. In step 312a it is checked whether a particular user has access
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to the respective relevant AR object and in step 313a it is determined that the particular user is a relevant user when
the particular user has access to the respective relevant AR object. On the contrary, if the particular user has no access
to the respective relevant AR object, the particular user is determined not to be a relevant user in step 314a. In this
manner, both the relevant AR objects and the relevant users are determined, wherein the relevant users are determined
based on the object access rights of the relevant AR objects. Further to step 313a, steps 220, 230 and 240 as described
in combination with figure 2 may be performed.
[0051] In figure 3B step 210b of determining relevant users based on a first user relevance criterion, e.g. distance
between the respective user and the reference user, is executed. Consequently, in step 311b user access rights of the
relevant users are obtained, wherein the user access rights are representative for reference AR objects which can be
accessed by the respective relevant user. In step 312b it is checked whether a particular AR object can be accessed
by the respective relevant user and in step 313b it is determined that the particular AR object is a relevant AR object
when the particular AR object can be accessed by the respective relevant user. On the contrary, if the particular AR
object cannot be accessed by the respective relevant user, the particular AR object is determined not to be a relevant
AR object in step 314b. In this manner, both the relevant AR objects and the relevant users are determined, wherein
the relevant AR objects are determined based on the user access rights of the relevant users. Further to step 313b,
steps 220, 230 and 240 as described in combination with figure 2 may be performed.
[0052] Figure 4 illustrates an overall outline of an embodiment of a control method for a multi-user AR application. In
steps 405a and 405b AR users ({P1,P2,P3...Pn}) and AR objects ({O1,O2,O3...On}) are used as input to the control
method, wherein one specific user is tagged as the reference user. This reference user is the user for which the perceptual
indicator(s) will be determined. The considered AR objects are objects which are accessible by the reference user and
are therefore referred to as reference AR objects.
[0053] Step 410a is concerned with selecting the relevant users ({P2,P3...Pn}) for the specific context determined by
the reference user and/or the AR application. This selection may be based on a varied number of parameters, also
referred to as user relevance criterion(s). An example would be to only keep the users that are within a certain distance
from the reference user. AR devices typically have a form of spatial awareness which is required for AR to work correctly.
From this spatial awareness a distance metric can be derived. In a similar manner, step 410b is concerned with selecting
the relevant AR objects ({O2,O3...On}) for the specific context determined by the reference user and/or the AR application.
As an example, only the AR objects that are in within a certain distance from the reference user will be determined to
be relevant AR objects.
[0054] After determining the relevant users and/or the relevant AR objects, relevant users and/or relevant AR objects
may be grouped in corresponding user groups ({{P1,P4},{P2,Pn-1}...}) and/or object groups ({{O2},{O2,O3}...}) based on
a similarity in user and object access rights, respectively. In the embodiment of figure 4, this is carried out for the relevant
users in step 425 after obtaining the corresponding user access rights ({O’(P2), O’(P3)...O’(Pn)}) in step 420, and for the
relevant AR objects in step 425’after obtaining the corresponding object access rights ({P’(O2), P’(O3)...P’(On)}) in step
420’. The access rights are considered to be available to the control method.
[0055] In figure 4 user access rights are depicted by the function O(p) and this function returns the list of AR objects
and the access rights that the user p has for this AR object. Step 420 will output the list of relevant AR objects ({O’(P2),
O’(P3)...O’(Pn)}) which can be accessed by each of the relevant users. This is denoted by a list of O’(p) functions for the
relevant users, wherein O’(p) is similar to O(p) where the list of objects is restricted to the relevant AR objects.
[0056] Step 425 will then group the relevant users along with their user access rights for certain AR objects
({{P1,P4},{P2,Pn-1}...}). For example, a user group denoted (p1,p4) means that users p1 and p4 have similar user access
rights for the relevant objects. In the embodiment of figure 4, the users belonging to the same user group will be processed
together, as they will be considered equal within this context.
[0057] At the AR object side, steps 420’ and 425’ provide similar functionality as compared to the steps 420 and 425
as described but in the context of AR objects. In other words, AR objects having similar object access rights are grouped
in object groups({{O2},{O2,O3}...}), wherein the AR objects in the same object group can be access by the same group
of relevant users.
[0058] The determined user groups and object groups are then gathered in step 426 where they are correlated with
the available access rights. For each of the user groups, the object access rights are determined for the AR objects that
are in each of the object groups, and vice versa. In this manner the user groups and object groups are preserved as the
requirement to be grouped in this embodiment meant that the access rights are consistent throughout the user/object
group. Step 426 results in a list of pairwise access groups ({{p1,p4}<>{o2}, {p1,p4}<>{o2,o1}{p2,pn-1}<>{o2,o1},...}).
[0059] In step 430 a mapping model is determined based on the previously obtained information, i.e. relevant users,
relevant AR objects, and/or their corresponding access rights. The mapping model provides a link between perceptual
indicators which will be determined in step 440 and the relevant users, relevant AR objects and/or their corresponding
access rights. In other words, the mapping model is related to an AR application-specific mental model. In the embodiment
of figure 4, such a mental model comprises an application-specific set of rules in order to link user groups and object
groups in a way that is consistent and understandable for the reference user. The output of step 430 is a list of entities
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(user groups and/or object groups) ({{o2} :: {p1,p4}}, {o2,o1} :: {{p1,p4}, {p2,pn-1}},...}) which will be provided with a per-
ceptual indicator. Each of these entities may be accompanied with a property that allows for creating this perceptual
indicator. Such a property can for example be a group of relevant users or AR objects, but alternatively also a more
abstract property such as a binary value indicating whether relevant AR object is seen by each of the relevant users or not.
[0060] In step 440 the perceptual indicator is determined. Reference user preferences may be taken into account in
order to determine the perceptual indicator. A reference user might for instance have a standard colour to assign to a
certain user group (e.g. family, friends, colleagues, etc.) that can be reflected by the perceptual indicator. For example
user group {P1,P2} may be linked to one color, a user group {P3, Pn-1} may be linked to another color.
[0061] In this manner a perceptual indicator is provided to the reference user regarding the shared reality status of
each the reference AR objects. In addition, the perceptual indicator may adapt to the AR environment of the reference
user in order to make the perceptual indicator both indicative for the reference user and adequately simple to interpret.
[0062] The interpretation effort that may be required to use the perceptual indicator is referred to as the mental model.
This mental model encompasses the rules that are needed to interpret the perceptual indicator and translate it into the
shared reality status of each of the AR objects. This corresponds with the mapping model which provides a mapping
between the perceptual indicator and the access rights which are indicated by the perceptual indicator. Preferably the
mental model is as light as possible given a certain context because this will allow for an easy adaptation of the control
method and make the interface to the reference user as transparent as possible, wherein transparency is meant here
as the invisibility of the control method, control system or interfaces thereof).
[0063] The perceptual indicator is a perceivable entity that provides the reference user with the necessary information
to allow him or her to regress this information with his or her mental model. This indicator can for example be a visual
icon that accompanies relevant AR objects or a certain visual style that is applied to relevant AR objects. Alternatively
the perceptual indicator could be an indicator in any other modality than the visual domain. One could for instance use
an indicator that mutes audio from a AR object when a relevant user has no access to this object, or exhibit certain
haptic feedback when the control method detects a potential interaction with an AR object, e.g. via artificial intelligence
(AI) based prediction, whilst it cannot be consistently experienced among the other users.
[0064] Figures 5-8 illustrate a number of case-specific embodiments of the control method of figure 2 and/or figure 4,
wherein different mapping models are determined based on the specifics of the AR application, the amount of relevant
users, the amount of relevant AR objects, or a combination thereof. In correspondence with the different mapping models,
different perceptual indicators will be illustrated. Please note however, that these embodiments are purely illustrative
and in no way may be considered to be limiting to the control method and control system as described. Following
embodiments will be illustrated from the view of the reference user.
[0065] Figure 5 illustrates an embodiment employing object-centric perceptual indicators which refer to user groups.
Relevant users are grouped in a number of user groups, wherein the users in a particular user group have the same
user access rights with respect to the reference AR objects. These groups may correspond with a type of relationship
the reference user has with the relevant users. There might for example be a group corresponding to close family,
another one corresponding to colleagues, etc. These different user groups may have similar types of access rights and
can therefore also be used to group users into logical groups.
[0066] In figure 5, "user 2" is assumed to be the reference user in this case. In addition three user groups are determined:
a singleton group with "user 1", a group with "user 3" and "user 5" and another singleton group with "user 4". Each user
in a particular group has the same access rights for the reference AR objects. The reference user has access to "object
1", "object 2" and "object 3", and these AR objects are therefore considered to be reference AR objects. The access
rights are then analysed for these reference AR objects and an indicator is constructed to reflect these access rights
from the different groups. In figure 5, a perceptual indicator is coupled to each reference AR objects and comprises a
circle which corresponds with one ore more user groups having access rights to the respective reference AR object.
Note that this is just one exemplary choice for a visual indicator, and that the skilled person is aware of many other
perceptual indicators, both in the visual domain and in other perceptual modalities.
[0067] Referring back to figure 2 and 4, this embodiment will use for example proximity as a user relevance and/or
object relevance criterion for determining the relevant users and relevant AR objects in steps 210a, 410a and 210b,
410b. Access rights of the relevant users are obtained in step 220, 420, 420’ and the users are grouped based on the
user access rights in step 425. The user groups are then used as a primitive for the mapping model, see step 230, 430
and the perceptual indicators, see step 240, 440. More in particular an object-centric mapping model is determined in
step 230, 430 wherein for each of the relevant AR objects a list of user groups having access rights for said relevant AR
object is determined. Finally, in step 240, 440 a perceptual indicator is created for each one of the relevant AR objects,
wherein the perceptual indicator indicates which users or user groups have access to the respective AR object.
[0068] Note that in this approach the reference user is expected to link a certain perceptual property, e.g. colour, to
a certain user group. In scenarios where users can be split into groups according to a well-known rule, i.e. well known
to the reference user, and where the number of user groups is limited, this approach is particularly suitable. The mapping
model and mental model of this approach correspond with relating a certain colour to close family, another colour to
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colleagues, etc. However, when user groups are more dynamic, the number of user groups becomes large, and/or when
access rights are assigned in a more diverse or personal manner, following embodiments of the control method may be
beneficial.
[0069] Figure 6 illustrates an embodiment employing user-centric perceptual indicators which refer to object groups.
Relevant AR objects are grouped in a number of object groups, wherein the AR objects in a particular object group have
the same object access rights with respect to the relevant users. This embodiment may be preferred when the number
of objects or objects groups is small enough and stable, while on the other hand the relevant users are a diverse group
of users contrary to the embodiment of figure 5. AR objects are divided into object groups wherein each AR object in a
particular group has the same type of object access rights. In this case, it might be beneficial to employ a user-centric
perceptual indicator. A quick observation of the perceptual indicator of a relevant user will indicate to the reference user
which object or object groups that particular relevant user has access to.
[0070] In addition, or alternatively a hybrid approach between the embodiment of figure 5 and the embodiment of
figure 6 is possible wherein both relevant users and relevant AR objects are grouped. A perceptual indicator will then
link the user groups to the object groups. Whether this perceptual indicator would then be user-centric, object-centric
or both, depends on the particularities of the AR application and/or preferences of the reference user.
[0071] Referring back to figure 2 and 4, this embodiment will use for example proximity as a user relevance and/or
object relevance criterion for determining the relevant users and relevant AR objects in steps 210a, 410a and 210b,
410b. Access rights of the relevant AR objects are obtained in step 220, 420, 420’ and the relevant AR objects are
grouped based on the object access rights in step 425’. The object groups are then used as a primitive for the mapping
model, see step 230, 430 and the perceptual indicators, see step 240, 440. More in particular a user-centric mapping
model is determined in step 230, 430 wherein for each of the relevant users a list of object groups having access rights
for said relevant user is determined. Finally, in step 240, 440 a perceptual indicator is created for each one of the relevant
users, wherein the perceptual indicator indicates which AR objects or objects groups can be access by the respective
relevant user.
[0072] The embodiments of figure 5 and figure 6 may be beneficial when the relevant users can be easily split in user
groups, or the relevant AR objects can be easily split in object groups, respectively. However, when this is not possible,
the illustrated embodiment may become more complex to manage and the mental model may become too large because
a reference user would need to memorize too many relations or mappings between a perceptual indicator and the access
rights of the users and/or AR objects which are represented by the perceptual indicator.
[0073] An alternative embodiment is illustrated in figures 7 and 8. In this embodiment a smaller sub-group of relevant
users is created which allows for a less complex mapping model to be determined for this sub-group. This sub-group of
relevant users may for example be based on a second user relevance criterion, in addition to a first user relevance
criterion. In the embodiment of figure 7(1) one or more appropriate sub-groups are determined dynamically by estimating
with which relevant users the reference user is in a conversation with. From this sub-group of users, rules of the mapping
model or mental modal may be simplified dramatically, since a typical sub-group will comprise typically a limited amount
of relevant users, and have a similar conversational topic which would be mutual to all relevant users in the sub-group.
As such, only the relevant AR objects which are accessible all relevant users in the sub-group, would require a perceptual
indicator since these relevant AR objects are the only AR objects that might be the topic of a mutual conversation between
the relevant users in the sub-group. In figure 7 (2), such mutual AR objects are marked with a checkmark V, while the
other AR objects are marked with a cross X. In this embodiment the perceptual indicator is binary and can be represented
by a simple icon. Alternatively the perceptual indicator may be established in a different manner of rendering the AR
objects, e.g. the AR objects which are not mutually shared are rendered in a transparent manner. The applicable mental
model is now easier to interpret as it can be reduced to "the indicated AR objects are mutually shared AR objects" as
illustrated in figure 7(3), whereas the other AR objects might be fully private, or can only be accessed by a subset of the
sub-group of relevant users.
[0074] Figure 8 illustrates mathematically how the embodiment of figure 7 determines, for a reference user p2, the
relevant AR objects which are either fully shared, or not. In the following, following definitions may be used in regard of
the situation as described in figure 7: 
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[0075] In step 810, an active sub-group of relevant users G(P2) = {P1,P2,P4} is determined for user p2. Determination
of such a sub-group can be based on different parameters and/or of sensors in order to make the best possible estimate.
In an exemplary approach proximity may be used in order to group the relevant users. In addition, other methods may
be used to further refine the determined of the sub-group. An example of such a method is AI-driven video analytics
which analyses the actions of users based on video inputs, and which classifies such actions in order to refine the user
sub-group.
[0076] In step 820 an intersection P(p2,o) = (P(O) ∩ G(P2) is created between the users P(O) which have access to
the reference AR objects and the users in the sub-group G(P2). As such, a list of per-object mappings is created P(p2)
= {P(P2,o1): {P1,P2,P4}, P(p2,o2): {P1,P2}, P(p2,o3): {P2} }which is then classified in step 830 as "complete" or "incomplete"
in respect to the users in the sub-group. The "complete" sets may be understood as S(p2):=(o : o ∈ O(P2) and |P(p2,o)|
= |G(P2)|) whereas the "incomplete" sets may be understood as U(p2) :=(o : o ∈ O(P2) and |P(p2,o)| <> |G(p2)|). In step
840 the AR objects relating to a complete set will be annotated with a different perceptual indicator as compared to the
AR objects relating to an incomplete set. Alternatively, only one of the two AR object categories may receive a perceptual
indicator. This depends on the particularities of the AR application.
[0077] The embodiment of figures 7 and 8 may be particularly beneficial in AR applications having diverse sets of
users and AR objects. The entities, i.e. users and/or AR objects, do not need to be groupable based on their corresponding
access rights. This embodiment applies a binary approach which is enabled by reducing the set of entities to merely the
relevant ones based on one or more relevance criterions.
[0078] Referring to figure 2 and 4, the embodiment of figures 7 and 8 may use proximity for determining the relevant
objects and use a higher-level conversation metric, i.e. additional user relevance criterion, for determining the relevant
users in a relevant sub-group. An object-centric mapping model is then determined, with a binary property that states
whether all relevant users in the sub-group have access to a particular AR object or not. A perceptual indicator is then
created for each of the relevant AR objects which reflects this binary property.
[0079] In the above, the wording "access rights" has been used for the sake of simplicity. Access rights may be
interpreted in different ways depending on the capabilities and properties of the respective AR object. A user could have
a right to see an AR object, a right to interact with the AR object or a right to apply a persistent change to the AR object.
Depending on the AR application, access rights might be grouped with respect to the perceptual indicator. For instance,
it might not be important in a certain AR application to be able to distinguish "read" access rights, i.e. seeing the AR
object, from "write" access rights, i.e. applying a persistent change to the AR object. In the latter case, the illustrated
embodiments may be applied using groups of access rights rather than individual access rights. In this manner it would
not be conveyed to the reference user which exact access right is available, but only that an access right is available.
In alternative embodiments however, it may be important to distinguish between at least some of the access rights. In
the latter case, user groups and/or object groups may be created with the additional access rights property. As such,
such a "read user group" could be differentiated from a "write user group" and be represented as such in the perceptual
indicator(s).
[0080] Figure 9 illustrates a control system 900 for controlling a multi-user altered reality, AR, application, wherein a
reference user has user access rights to at least one AR reference object. The control system 900 comprises a relevant
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user determining unit 910a configured for determining, for the reference user, from among users of the AR application,
at least one relevant user based on at least a first user relevance criterion. The control system 900 further comprises a
relevant AR object determining unit 910b configured for determining, from among the at least one reference AR objects,
at least one relevant AR object based on at least a first object relevance criterion; and an access rights obtaining unit
920 configured for obtaining access rights regarding the at least one relevant user and the at least one relevant AR
object. The control system 900 further comprises a mapping unit 930 configured for determining a mapping model based
on at least one of: the at least one relevant AR object, the at least one relevant user, and the obtained access rights.
The control system 900 of figure 9 further comprises an indicating unit 940 configured for indicating to the reference
user, by means of at least one perceptual indicator, the access rights regarding the at least one relevant user and the
at least one relevant AR object based on the determined mapping model. The mapping model is representative for a
mapping between the obtained access rights and the at least one perceptual indicator.
[0081] It will be understood by the skilled person that the features and advantages disclosed hereinabove with respect
to various embodiments and figures of the control method may also apply, mutatis mutandis, to various corresponding
embodiments of the control system.
[0082] A person of skill in the art would readily recognize that steps of various above-described methods can be
performed by programmed computers. Herein, some embodiments are also intended to cover program storage devices,
e.g., digital data storage media, which are machine or computer readable and encode machine-executable or computer-
executable programs of instructions, wherein said instructions perform some or all of the steps of said above-described
methods. The program storage devices may be, e.g., digital memories, magnetic storage media such as a magnetic
disks and magnetic tapes, hard drives, or optically readable digital data storage media. The program storage devices
may be resident program storage devices or may be removable program storage devices, such as smart cards. The
embodiments are also intended to cover computers programmed to perform said steps of the above-described methods.
[0083] The description and drawings merely illustrate the principles of the present invention. It will thus be appreciated
that those skilled in the art will be able to devise various arrangements that, although not explicitly described or shown
herein, embody the principles of the present invention and are included within its scope. Furthermore, all examples
recited herein are principally intended expressly to be only for pedagogical purposes to aid the reader in understanding
the principles of the present invention and the concepts contributed by the inventor(s) to furthering the art, and are to
be construed as being without limitation to such specifically recited examples and conditions. Moreover, all statements
herein reciting principles, aspects, and embodiments of the present invention, as well as specific examples thereof, are
intended to encompass equivalents thereof.
[0084] The functions of the various elements shown in the figures, including any functional blocks labelled as "proc-
essors", may be provided through the use of dedicated hardware as well as hardware capable of executing software in
association with appropriate software. When provided by a processor, the functions may be provided by a single dedicated
processor, by a single shared processor, or by a plurality of individual processors, some of which may be shared.
Moreover, explicit use of the term "processor" or "controller" should not be construed to refer exclusively to hardware
capable of executing software, and may implicitly include, without limitation, digital signal processor (DSP) hardware,
network processor, application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), field programmable gate array (FPGA), read only
memory (ROM) for storing software, random access memory (RAM), and non volatile storage. Other hardware, con-
ventional and/or custom, may also be included. Similarly, any switches shown in the figures are conceptual only. Their
function may be carried out through the operation of program logic, through dedicated logic, through the interaction of
program control and dedicated logic, or even manually, the particular technique being selectable by the implementer as
more specifically understood from the context.
[0085] It should be appreciated by those skilled in the art that any block diagrams herein represent conceptual views
of illustrative circuitry embodying the principles of the present invention. Similarly, it will be appreciated that any flowcharts,
flow diagrams, state transition diagrams, pseudo code, and the like represent various processes which may be substan-
tially represented in computer readable medium and so executed by a computer.
[0086] It should be noted that the above-mentioned embodiments illustrate rather than limit the present invention and
that those skilled in the art will be able to design alternative embodiments without departing from the scope of the
appended claims. In the claims, any reference signs placed between parentheses shall not be construed as limiting the
claim. The word "comprising" does not exclude the presence of elements or steps not listed in a claim. The word "a" or
"an" preceding an element does not exclude the presence of a plurality of such elements. The present invention can be
implemented by means of hardware comprising several distinct elements and by means of a suitably programmed
computer. In claims enumerating several means, several of these means can be embodied by one and the same item
of hardware. The usage of the words "first", "second", "third", etc. does not indicate any ordering or priority. These words
are to be interpreted as names used for convenience.
[0087] In the present invention, expressions such as "comprise", "include", "have", "may comprise", "may include", or
"may have" indicate existence of corresponding features but do not exclude existence of additional features.
[0088] Whilst the principles of the present invention have been set out above in connection with specific embodiments,
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it is to be understood that this description is merely made by way of example and not as a limitation of the scope of
protection which is determined by the appended claims.

Claims

1. A control method for controlling a multi-user altered reality, AR, application, wherein a reference user has user
access rights to at least one AR reference object, the control method comprising:

- determining, for the reference user, from among users of the AR application, at least one relevant user based
on at least a first user relevance criterion;
- determining, from among the at least one reference AR objects, at least one relevant AR object based on at
least a first object relevance criterion;
- obtaining access rights regarding the at least one relevant user and the at least one relevant AR object;
- determining a mapping model based on at least one of: the at least one relevant AR object, the at least one
relevant user, and the obtained access rights; and
- indicating to the reference user, by means of at least one perceptual indicator, the access rights regarding the
at least one relevant user and the at least one relevant AR object based on the determined mapping model;

wherein the mapping model is representative for a mapping between the obtained access rights and the at least
one perceptual indicator.

2. The control method according to claim 1, wherein determining at least one relevant user comprises:

- obtaining object access rights of the at least one relevant AR object, wherein the object access rights are
representative for users having access to the respective relevant AR object; and
- determining that a user is a relevant user if the user has access to the respective relevant AR object.

3. The control method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein determining at least one relevant AR object comprises:

- obtaining user access rights of the at least one relevant user, wherein the user access rights are representative
for AR reference objects which can be accessed by the respective relevant user; and
- determining that an AR reference object is a relevant AR object if the AR reference object can be accessed
by the respective relevant user.

4. The control method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein:

- determining the at least one relevant user comprises determining a plurality of relevant users;
- obtaining access rights comprises obtaining user access rights of each relevant user of the plurality of relevant
users;
- determining the mapping model comprises determining at least one user group by grouping each relevant
user of the plurality of relevant users in a corresponding user group based on the user access rights of the
respective relevant user; and
- the mapping model is representative for a mapping between the at least one user group and the at least one
perceptual indicator.

5. The control method according to claim 4, wherein grouping relevant users in a corresponding user group comprises
grouping relevant users having the same user access rights in the same user group.

6. The control method according to claim 4, wherein grouping relevant users in a corresponding user group comprises
grouping a relevant user in a first user group when the respective relevant user has access to each relevant AR
object, and grouping the respective relevant user in a second group when the respective relevant user has no access
to at least one relevant AR object.

7. The control method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein:

- determining the at least one relevant AR object comprises determining a plurality of relevant AR objects;
- obtaining access rights comprises obtaining object access rights of each relevant AR object of the plurality of
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relevant AR objects;
- determining the mapping model comprises determining at least one object group by grouping each relevant
AR object of the plurality of relevant AR objects in a corresponding object group based on the object access
rights of the respective relevant AR object; and
- the mapping model is representative for a mapping between the at least one object group and the at least one
perceptual indicator.

8. The control method according to claim 7, wherein grouping relevant AR objects in a corresponding object group
comprises grouping relevant AR objects having the same object access rights in the same object group.

9. The control method according to claim 7, wherein grouping relevant AR objects in a corresponding object group
comprises grouping a relevant AR object in a first object group when each relevant user has access to the relevant
AR object, and grouping the respective relevant AR object in a second group when at least one relevant user has
no access to the respective relevant AR object.

10. The control method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the at least one perceptual indicator
comprises at least one of: a visual indicator, an auditory indicator, and a tactile indicator.

11. The control method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the first user relevance criterion comprises
at least one of: a distance between the respective user and the reference user, a user access right of the respective
user, a relation of the respective user to the reference user, and a probability of interaction between the respective
user and the reference user.

12. The control method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the first object relevance criterion com-
prises at least one of: a distance between the respective AR object and the reference user, an object access right
of the AR object, a relation of the respective AR object to the reference user, and a probability of interaction between
the reference user and the respective AR object.

13. The control method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the user access rights comprise at least
one of: see, read, interact, write, delete, and change.

14. A control system for controlling a multi-user altered reality, AR, application, wherein a reference user has user
access rights to at least one AR reference object, the control system comprising:

- means for determining, for the reference user, from among users of the AR application, at least one relevant
user based on at least a first user relevance criterion;
- means for determining, from among the at least one reference AR objects, at least one relevant AR object
based on at least a first object relevance criterion;
- means for obtaining access rights regarding the at least one relevant user and the at least one relevant AR object;
- means for determining a mapping model based on at least one of: the at least one relevant AR object, the at
least one relevant user, and the obtained access rights; and
- means for indicating to the reference user, by means of at least one perceptual indicator, the access rights
regarding the at least one relevant user and the at least one relevant AR object based on the determined
mapping model;

wherein the mapping model is representative for a mapping between the obtained access rights and the at least
one perceptual indicator.

15. A computer program product comprising a computer-executable program of instructions for performing, when exe-
cuted on a computer, the steps of the method of any one of claims 1-13.

Amended claims in accordance with Rule 137(2) EPC.

1. A control method for controlling a multi-user altered reality, AR, application, wherein a reference user has user
access rights to at least one AR reference object, the control method comprising:

- determining (210a), for the reference user, from among users of the AR application, at least one relevant user
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based on at least a first user relevance criterion;
- determining (210b), from among the at least one reference AR objects, at least one relevant AR object based
on at least a first object relevance criterion;
- obtaining (220) access rights regarding the at least one relevant user and the at least one relevant AR object;

characterized in that the control method further comprises:

- determining (230) a mapping model based on at least one of: the at least one relevant AR object, the at least
one relevant user, and the obtained access rights; and
- indicating (240) to the reference user, by means of at least one perceptual indicator, the access rights regarding
the at least one relevant user and the at least one relevant AR object based on the determined mapping model;

wherein the mapping model is representative for a mapping between the obtained access rights and the at least
one perceptual indicator.

2. The control method according to claim 1, wherein determining at least one relevant user comprises:

- obtaining (311) object access rights of the at least one relevant AR object, wherein the object access rights
are representative for users having access to the respective relevant AR object; and
- determining (313a) that a user is a relevant user if the user has access to the respective relevant AR object.

3. The control method according to claim 1, wherein determining at least one relevant AR object comprises:

- obtaining (311b) user access rights of the at least one relevant user, wherein the user access rights are
representative for AR reference objects which can be accessed by the respective relevant user; and
- determining (313b) that an AR reference object is a relevant AR object if the AR reference object can be
accessed by the respective relevant user.

4. The control method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein:

- determining the at least one relevant user comprises determining (410b) a plurality of relevant users;
- obtaining (420) access rights comprises obtaining user access rights of each relevant user of the plurality of
relevant users;
- determining (430) the mapping model comprises determining at least one user group by grouping each relevant
user of the plurality of relevant users in a corresponding user group based on the user access rights of the
respective relevant user; and
- the mapping model is representative for a mapping between the at least one user group and the at least one
perceptual indicator.

5. The control method according to claim 4, wherein grouping relevant users in a corresponding user group comprises
grouping relevant users having the same user access rights in the same user group.

6. The control method according to claim 4, wherein grouping relevant users in a corresponding user group comprises
grouping a relevant user in a first user group when the respective relevant user has access to each relevant AR
object, and grouping the respective relevant user in a second group when the respective relevant user has no access
to at least one relevant AR object.

7. The control method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein:

- determining the at least one relevant AR object comprises determining (410a) a plurality of relevant AR objects;
- obtaining (420’) access rights comprises obtaining object access rights of each relevant AR object of the
plurality of relevant AR objects;
- determining (430) the mapping model comprises determining at least one object group by grouping each
relevant AR object of the plurality of relevant AR objects in a corresponding object group based on the object
access rights of the respective relevant AR object; and
- the mapping model is representative for a mapping between the at least one object group and the at least one
perceptual indicator.
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8. The control method according to claim 7, wherein grouping relevant AR objects in a corresponding object group
comprises grouping relevant AR objects having the same object access rights in the same object group.

9. The control method according to claim 7, wherein grouping relevant AR objects in a corresponding object group
comprises grouping a relevant AR object in a first object group when each relevant user has access to the relevant
AR object, and grouping the respective relevant AR object in a second group when at least one relevant user has
no access to the respective relevant AR object.

10. The control method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the at least one perceptual indicator
comprises at least one of: a visual indicator, an auditory indicator, and a tactile indicator.

11. The control method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the first user relevance criterion comprises
at least one of: a distance between the respective user and the reference user, a user access right of the respective
user, a relation of the respective user to the reference user, and a probability of interaction between the respective
user and the reference user.

12. The control method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the first object relevance criterion com-
prises at least one of: a distance between the respective AR object and the reference user, an object access right
of the AR object, a relation of the respective AR object to the reference user, and a probability of interaction between
the reference user and the respective AR object.

13. The control method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the user access rights comprise at least
one of: see, read, interact, write, delete, and change.

14. A control system for controlling a multi-user altered reality, AR, application, wherein a reference user has user
access rights to at least one AR reference object, the control system comprising:

- means (910a) for determining, for the reference user, from among users of the AR application, at least one
relevant user based on at least a first user relevance criterion;
- means (910b) for determining, from among the at least one reference AR objects, at least one relevant AR
object based on at least a first object relevance criterion;
- means (920) for obtaining access rights regarding the at least one relevant user and the at least one relevant
AR object;
- means (930) for determining a mapping model based on at least one of: the at least one relevant AR object,
the at least one relevant user, and the obtained access rights; and
- means (940) for indicating to the reference user, by means of at least one perceptual indicator, the access
rights regarding the at least one relevant user and the at least one relevant AR object based on the determined
mapping model;

wherein the mapping model is representative for a mapping between the obtained access rights and the at least
one perceptual indicator.

15. A computer program product comprising a computer-executable program of instructions for performing, when exe-
cuted on a computer, the steps of the method of any one of claims 1-13.
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